SENEX: a computer-based representation of cellular signal transduction processes in the central nervous system.
The SENEX project is exploring knowledge representation in the neurobiology of ageing through object-oriented programming. SENEX is built from a classification structure of biologic entities and significant relationships among them. For example, an enzyme is an entity and an enzymatic reaction is a relationship among enzyme, cofactor(s), substrate(s) and product(s). There are currently 2600 classes of entities and 50 classes of relationships in SENEX. The class structure serves several functions. One function is to interrelate general and specific categories of molecular and morphologic entities. For example, tyrosine kinase and serine/threonine kinase are specific types of the more general class of protein kinase enzymes. Another function of the class structure is to serve as a network through which inheritance of attributes may occur. For example, the attribute 'subunits' is inherited by all subclasses of the general class multisubunit protein. Information may be accessed through links established in the class structure and through links relating one object as part of another. Relationships form the basis of separate modules within SENEX. This paper describes the types of relationships currently used and planned in the representation of age-related changes in cellular signal transduction processes of mammalian central nervous systems. We also describe tools for specific retrieval of relationships and for tracing links in complex reaction cascades. Application of these tools to identifying possible signal transduction pathways to guide further exploration through experimentation is discussed.